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Abstract 

In this paper, the relation between fuzzy bipartite graph and bipartite 
fuzzy graph is discussed. It is shown that fuzzy trees are fuzzy 
bipartite. It is proved that a fuzzy graph is fuzzy bipartite graph if and 
only if it has no odd strong cycles. The concepts of k-partite fuzzy 
graph, complete fuzzy bipartite graph and full fuzzy bipartite graph are 
introduced. The number of strong arcs and δ-arcs of a full fuzzy 
bipartite graph is obtained. 

1. Introduction 

Graphs and hyper graphs have been applied in a large number of 
problems including cancer detection, robotics, human cardiac functions, 
networking and designing [7, 13]. It was Zadeh [21] who introduced fuzzy 
sets and fuzzy logic into mathematics to deal with problems of uncertainty. 
As most of the phenomena around us involve much of ambiguity and 
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vagueness, fuzzy logic and fuzzy mathematics have to play a crucial role in 
modelling real time systems with some level of uncertainty. 

Fuzzy graphs are very new in mathematics. In 1975, Rosenfeld [10] 
introduced fuzzy graphs to model relations involving uncertainty. After that 
several authors including Mordeson and Nair [7], Bhattacharya and 
Suraweera [1], Bhutani and Rosenfeld [2-5], Sameena et al. [11-14, 16-20], 
etc. have took initiatives in growing fuzzy graph theory as an applicable area 
of mathematics. 

The concept of strong arcs by Bhutani and Rosenfeld [5] helped in 
formulating several fuzzy analogues of concepts in graph theory. Also, 
Mathew and Sunitha [12] studied strong arcs in detail and obtained an arc 
analysis algorithm. Ramakrishnan and Lakshmi [9] introduced the concept of 
fuzzy bipartite graphs. In this paper, the authors reframe the definition using 
strong arcs and characterize them. Also k-partite fuzzy graphs are introduced. 

A fuzzy graph (f-graph) [10] is a pair ( ),,: μσG  where σ is a fuzzy 

subset of a set S and μ is a fuzzy relation on σ. We assume that S is finite and 
nonempty, μ is reflexive and symmetric [10]. In all the examples, σ is chosen 

suitably. Also, we denote the underlying crisp graph by ( ),,: ∗∗∗ μσG  

where ( ){ }0: >σ∈=σ∗ uSu  and ( ) ( ){ }.0,:, >μ×∈=μ∗ vuSSvu  A 

fuzzy graph ( )ντ,:H  is called a partial fuzzy subgraph of ( )μσ,:G  if 

( ) ( )uu σ≤τ  for every ∗τ∈u  and ( ) ( )vuvu ,, μ≤ν  for every ( ) ∗ν∈vu,  

[7]. A path P of length n is a sequence of distinct nodes nuuu ...,,, 10  such 

that ( ) niuu ii ...,,2,1,0,1 =>μ −  and the degree of membership of a 

weakest arc is defined as its strength. If nuu =0  and ,3≥n  then P is called 
a cycle and a cycle P is called a fuzzy cycle (f-cycle) if it contains more than 
one weakest arc [7]. The strength of connectedness between two nodes x and 
y is defined as the maximum of the strengths of all paths between x and y and 
is denoted by ( )yxCONNG ,  and an yx −  path P is called a strongest 

yx −  path if its strength equals ( )yxCONNG ,  [7]. An f-graph ( )μσ,:G  is 

connected if for every x, y in ( ) .0,, >σ∗ yxCONNG  Throughout, we 
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assume that G is connected. An arc of an f-graph is called strong if its weight 
is at least as great as the connectedness of its end nodes when it is deleted 
and an yx −  path P is called a strong path if P contains only strong arcs [5]. 
A fuzzy cut node w is a node in G whose removal from G reduces the 
strength of connectedness between some pair of nodes other than w [7]. An 
arc is called a fuzzy bridge of G if its removal reduces the strength of 
connectedness between some pair of nodes in G [7]. A connected fuzzy 
graph G is called a block (or non-separable) if it has no fuzzy cut nodes [7]. 
If ( )vu,  is a strong arc in G, then u and v are called strong neighbors and a 
node is called a fuzzy end node of G if it has exactly one strong neighbor in G 
[3]. An arc ( )yx,  in G is called α-strong if ( ) ( )( ).,, , yxCONNyx yxG−>μ  It 

is called β-strong if ( ) ( )( )yxCONNyx yxG ,, ,−=μ  and a δ-arc if ( ) <μ yx,  

( )( )yxCONN yxG ,,−  [12]. 

2. Fuzzy Bipartite Graphs 

The concept of strong arcs introduced by Bhutani and Rosenfeld [5] 
made revolutionary changes in fuzzy graph theory and its applications. 
Researchers tried to generalize or reformulate several concepts in graph 
theory and fuzzy graph theory using the concepts of strong arcs. Even       
now there are many concepts in graph theory without a fuzzy graph 
generalization. In this section, we generalize the concept of a bipartite graph. 
First similar to the classical definition, we have the definition of a bipartite 
fuzzy graph (BFG). 

Definition 1 [9]. A fuzzy graph ( )μσ,:G  is said to be bipartite if its 

underlying graph ( )∗∗∗ μσ ,:G  is bipartite. Similarly a fuzzy graph :G  

( )μσ,  is n-partite if ( )∗∗∗ μσ ,:G  is n-partite. 

Example 1. Let ( )μσ,:G  be with { }xwvu ,,,=σ∗  and ( ) =μ vu,  

( ) ( ) ( ) .5.0,,, =μ=μ=μ xwwvux  Here ∗G  is an even cycle and hence is 

bipartite. 
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Now we define fuzzy bipartite graph as follows. 

Definition 2. Let ( )μσ,:G  be a fuzzy graph. Then G is said to be a 

fuzzy bipartite graph (FBG) with fuzzy bipartition ( )21, σσ  if there exist 

two fuzzy subsets 1σ  and 2σ  on ∗σ  with 21 σσ=σ ∪  such that for each 

strong arc ( )vu,  in G, ( ) 01 >σ u  and ( ) 02 >σ v  and such that for every arc 

of G with ( ) 01 >σ u  and ( ) 01 >σ v  or ( ) 02 >σ u  and ( ) 02 >σ v  there 

exists a vu −  path with strength more than ( )., vuμ  

From the definition, it follows that if there is an arc in one particular 
fuzzy bipartition, then it must be a δ-arc [12]. Also, note that there may be 

δ-arcs with one end in ∗σ1  and other in .2
∗σ  

Example 2. Let ( )μσ,:G  be with { }CBA ,,=σ∗  and ( ) ,2.0, =μ BA  

( ) ,3.0, =μ CA  ( ) .1.0, =μ CB  Then if we let 3.03.01 CB +=σ  and 

.3.02 A=σ  Then 21 σσ=σ ∪  and for each strong arc, namely, (A, B) and 

(A, C), ( ) ( ) 0,0 21 >σ>σ AB  and ( ) ( ) .0,0 12 >σ>σ CA  Also for the arc 

BC with ( ) 01 >σ B  and ( ) ,01 >σ C  there exists a strong path BAC from B 

to C whose strength is 0.2 which is greater than ( ) .1.0, =μ CB  Thus, 

( )21, σσ  is a fuzzy bipartition of G. Hence, G is an FBG. 

Example 3. Let ( )μσ,:G  be with { }dcba ,,,=σ∗  and ( ) ,1, =μ ba  

( ) ,9.0, =μ cb  ( ) ,8.0, =μ dc  ( ) ,7.0, =μ da  ( ) ,2.0, =μ ca  ( ) .2.0, =μ db  

Let { }ca,1 =σ∗  and { }.,2 db=σ∗  Then .21 σσ=σ ∪  For all strong arcs in 

G, that is for ( ),, ba  ( )cb,  and ( ),, dc  we have one end in ∗σ1  and other 

end in .2
∗σ  There are three δ-arcs in G, namely, ( ),, ca  ( )db,  and ( )., da  

For the arc ( ),, da  we have ( ) 01 >σ a  and ( ) .02 >σ d  For ( )ca,  and 

( ),, db  there exist paths abcP =1  and bcdP =2  such that strength of 

( )caP ,2.09.01 μ=>=  and strength of ( ).,1.08.02 dbP μ=>=  Thus, 

( )21, σσ  is a fuzzy bipartition of G. Hence, G is an FBG. 
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Any bipartite graph with bipartition ( )21, VV  can be viewed as a fuzzy 

bipartite graph with fuzzy bipartition ( ),, 21 σσ  where 11 V=σ∗  and .22 V=σ∗  

Thus, we have the following proposition. 

Proposition 1. Any bipartite fuzzy graph (BFG) is a fuzzy bipartite 
graph (FBG). 

Proof. Let ( )μσ,:G  be a BFG. Then ∗G  is bipartite. Let ( ) =∗GV  

( )., 21 VV  Each arc of ∗G  has one end in 1V  and other end in .2V  Let =1V  

{ }muuu ...,,, 21  and { }....,,, 212 vnvvV =  Then define ( )∑
=

σ=σ
m

i
ii uu

1
1  

and ( )∑
=

σ=σ
n

j
jj vv

1
2 .  

Now for each arc uv, iuu =  for mi ...,,2,1=  and jvv =  for ,2,1=j  

...., n  Therefore, ( ) 01 >σ iu  and ( ) .02 >σ jv  Also since there exist no arcs 

between vertices of 1V  or ,2V  it follows that there exist no arcs uv in G such 

that ( ) 01 >σ u  and ( ) 01 >σ v  or ( ) 02 >σ u  and ( ) .02 >σ v  Thus, it follows 

that G is an FBG. 

The converse of Proposition 1 is not true as seen from Example 2. 

The result that any tree is bipartite is true in the case of fuzzy trees also 
even if fuzzy trees are cyclic. This is because of the fact that a fuzzy tree has 
no strong cycles [5]. 

Proposition 2. Fuzzy trees are fuzzy bipartite graphs. 

Proof. Let ( )μσ,:G  be a fuzzy tree with F its unique maximum 

spanning tree. Since any tree is bipartite, F is bipartite. Let ( ) ( ) == FVGV  

( )., 21 VV  Let { }muuuV ...,,, 211 =  and { }....,,, 212 vnvvV =  Then define 

( )∑
=

σ=σ
m

i
ii uu

1
1  and ( )∑

=
σ=σ

m

j
jj vv

1
2 .  
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Now for each arc uv in F, iuu =  for mi ...,,2,1=  and jvv =  for 

....,,2,1 nj =  Therefore ( ) 01 >σ u  and ( ) .02 >σ v  If ( )yx,  is not an arc 

in F, then by definition, there exists a strong path P from x to y such that 
strength of ( )., yxP μ>  Hence, for all arcs uv in G with ( ) 01 >σ u  and 

( ) 01 >σ v  or ( ) 02 >σ u  and ( ) 02 >σ v  (if exists) such strong paths exist 

and hence it follows that G is fuzzy bipartite. 

Proposition 3. A strong cycle ( )μσ,:G  with n=σ∗  is fuzzy bipartite 

if and only if ,2tn =  .Zt ∈  

Proof. Let ( )μσ,:G  be a strong cycle. First suppose that G is fuzzy 
bipartite with fuzzy bipartition ( )., 21 σσ  Now since each arc (x, y) of G is 

strong, ( ) 01 >σ x  and ( ) .02 >σ y  Then ∗G  is bipartite with bipartition 

( )., 21
∗∗ σσ  Hence, ∗G  has no odd cycles [6]. Since G and ∗G  are cycles, it 

follows that ∗G  is an even cycle and hence ,2tn ==σ∗  .Zt ∈  

Conversely, suppose that .,2 Zttn ∈=  Then ∗G  is an even cycle, 

which is bipartite. Then G is a bipartite fuzzy graph. But any BFG is an FBG. 
Hence, G is fuzzy bipartite. 

Now we characterize fuzzy bipartite graphs using odd strong cycles. 

Theorem 1. Let ( )μσ,:G  be a connected fuzzy graph. Then G is a fuzzy 

bipartite graph if and only if G has no odd strong cycles. 

Proof. Let ( )μσ,:G  be a connected fuzzy graph. First suppose that G is 

fuzzy bipartite with fuzzy bipartition ( )., 21 σσ  Let 1321 uuuuuC m…=  be  

a strong cycle in G. Without loss of generality, let ( ) .011 >σ u  Then 

( ) ,022 >σ u  since ( )21, uu  is a strong arc. Then ( ) ( ) ,0,0 4231 >σ>σ uu  

etc. Finally, since ( )1, uum  is a strong arc and ( ) ,011 >σ u  ( ) .02 >σ mu  

Since all indices of nodes in ∗σ2  are even, it follows that ,2tn =  even. Thus, 

C is a strong cycle. Since C is arbitrary, it follows that G has no odd strong 
cycles. 
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Conversely, suppose that G has no odd strong cycles. To prove G is 
fuzzy bipartite, we have to find a fuzzy bipartition ( )21, σσ  of σ such that 

for each strong arc ( )yx,  of G, ( ) 01 >σ x  and ( ) 02 >σ y  and if there exists     

an arc ( )yx,  such that ( ) 01 >σ x  and ( ) 01 >σ y  or if ( ) 02 >σ x  and 

( ) ,02 >σ y  then there exists a vu −  path P such that strength of >P  

( )., vuμ  

Let G′  be the fuzzy graph obtained by removing all δ-arcs in G. Since G 
has no odd strong cycles, G′  has no odd strong cycles. Since G′  has only 

strong arc, it follows that G′  has only even cycles. Hence, ∗′G  contains only 

even cycles. Hence, ∗′G  is bipartite. Let ( )21, VV  be a bipartition of .∗′G  

Define ( )∑
∈

σ=σ
1

1
Vu

uu  and ( )∑
∈

σ=σ
2

.2
Vv

vv  Clearly, .21 σσ=σ ∪  Now 

for each strong arc ( )yx,  in G, (x, y) is an arc in ∗′G  and hence 1Vx ∈  and 

.2Vy ∈  Thus, it follows that ( ) 01 >σ x  and ( ) .02 >σ y  

If (x, y) is an arc of G, which is not strong such that ( ) 01 >σ x  and 

( ) 01 >σ y  or if ( ) 02 >σ x  and ( ) ,02 >σ y  then (x, y) is a δ-arc. By 

definition, ( ) ( ).,, yxCONNyx G<μ  That is there exists a strong path P in G 

from x to y such that strength of ( )., yxP μ>  

Also, note that if ( )yx,  is not strong, but ( ) 01 >σ x  and ( ) ,02 >σ y  

then there is nothing to prove as the arc is between the fuzzy bipartition. 
Thus, it follows that G is a fuzzy bipartite graph. 

Definition 3 (Fuzzy k-partite graph). Let ( )μσ,:G  be a fuzzy graph. 

Then G is fuzzy k-partite if there exist k fuzzy subsets kσσσ ...,,, 21  with 

∪k
i i1= σ=σ  such that for any strong arc (x, y) in G, ( ) 0>σ xi  and 

( ) ,0>σ yj  ,ji ≠  where kji ...,,2,1, =  and if for some arc (x, y), 

( ) 0>σ xi  and ( ) ,0>σ yi  then there exists a strong path between x and y 

with more strength than ( )., yxμ  
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Example 4. Let ( )μσ,:G  be with { }tzyxwvu ,,,,,,=σ∗  and 

( ) ,1.0, =μ vu  ( ) ,5.0, =μ wu  ( ) ,4.0, =μ xv  ( ) ,6.0, =μ xw  ( ) ,8.0, =μ yw  

( ) ,7.0, =μ zx  ( ) ,9.0, =μ zy  ( ) ( ) .1,, =μ=μ tzty  Then G is a fuzzy 

4-partite graph with partition ,4
1∪ =

∗∗ σ=σ i i  where { },,1 vu=σ∗ { },,2 xw=σ∗  

{ },,3 zy=σ∗  { }.4 t=σ∗  

Definition 4 (Complete fuzzy bipartite graph). A complete fuzzy 
bipartite graph ( )μσ,, nmC  is a fuzzy bipartite graph with fuzzy bipartition 

( ),, 21 σσ  where m=σ1  and n=σ2  with the property that ( ) =μ yx,  

( ) ( )yx 21 σ∧σ  for every ∗σ∈ 1x  and .2
∗σ∈y  

Example 5. Let ( )μσ,:G  be with ( ) ,5.0=σ u  ( ) ,7.0=σ v  ( ) ,4.0=σ w  

( ) .1=σ x  Let ( ) ,1.0, =μ vu  ( ) ,4.0, =μ wu  ( ) ,5.0, =μ xu  ( ) ,4.0, =μ wv  

( ) .7.0, =μ xv  Then G is a complete fuzzy bipartite graph with ,21 σσ=σ ∪  

where { }vu,1 =σ∗  and { }.,2 xw=σ∗  There are four strong arcs between the 

fuzzy bipartition and a δ-arc, namely, arc (u, v) in .1
∗σ  

It is clear that the maximum possible number of arcs in ( )μσ,, nmC  is 

22 CCmn mn ++  and it has at least mn arcs.  

So we have a trivial proposition. 

Proposition 4. If e denotes the number of arcs of ( ),,, μσnmC  then 

.22 CCmnemn mn ++≤≤  

From the above proposition, it follows that the number of arcs in 
( )μσ,, nmC  can vary. Motivated by this, we have the definition. 

Definition 5. A complete fuzzy bipartite graph with mn strong arcs and 

22 CC mn +  δ-arcs is called a full fuzzy bipartite graph denoted by nmFC ,  

( )., μσ  
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Note that in full fuzzy bipartite graph, any pair of nodes in ∗σ1  and ∗σ2  is 

joined by a δ-arc. 

Example 6. Let ( )μσ,:G  be with ( ) ,5.0=σ u  ( ) ,7.0=σ v  ( ) .1=σ w  

Let ( ) ,5.0, =μ vu  ( ) ,5.0, =μ wu  ( ) .1.0, =μ wv  Then G is a full fuzzy 

bipartite graph 2,1FC  with ,21 σσ=σ ∪  where { }u=σ∗1  and { }.,2 wv=σ∗  

There are two strong arcs between the fuzzy bipartition and a δ-arc, namely, 

arc ( )wv,  in .2
∗σ  

Example 7. Let ( )μσ,:G  be with ( ) ,1=σ u  ( ) ,8.0=σ v  ( ) ,8.0=σ w  

( ) .9.0=σ x  Let ( ) ,1.0, =μ vu  ( ) ,8.0, =μ wu  ( ) ,9.0, =μ xu  ( ) ,8.0, =μ wv  

( ) ,8.0, =μ xv  ( ) .1.0, =μ xw  Then G is a full fuzzy bipartite graph 2,2FC  

with ,21 σσ=σ ∪  where { }vu,1 =σ∗  and { }.,2 xw=σ∗  There are four 

strong arcs between the fuzzy bipartition and two δ-arcs, namely, arc (u, v) 

and (w, x) in .1
∗σ  

We can generalize the concepts of complete fuzzy bipartite graphs       
and full fuzzy bipartite graphs to n-partite fuzzy graphs as seen from the 
following definitions. 

Definition 6. A complete fuzzy n-partite graph ( )μσ,...,,, 21 nmmmC  is a 

fuzzy n-partite graph with ∪n
i i1= σ=σ  with ii m=σ  for ni ...,,2,1=  

with the property that for any arc (x, y) with ( ) 0>σ xi  and ( ) ,0>σ yj  

,ji ≠  ( ) ( ) ( )., yxyx ji σ∧σ=μ  

Example 8. Let ( )μσ,:G  be with ( ) ( ) ( ) =μ=μ=μ wvxuwu ,,,  

( ) ( ) ( ) ,1,,, =μ=μ=μ yxywxv  ( ) .3.0, =μ xw  Then G is a 1,2,2C  since 

321 σσσ=σ ∪∪  with { },,1 vu=σ∗  { }wx,2 =σ∗  and { }.3 y=σ∗  Note that 

( )wx,  is a δ-arc in .2
∗σ  All other arcs are strong and are between the fuzzy 

partitions. 
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Definition 7. A complete fuzzy n-partite graph is said to be a full fuzzy 

n-partite graph if it has ∑
−

=
+

1

1
1

n

i
iimm  strong arcs and ( )

221 Cnmmm +++  δ-arcs. 

It is denoted by ( ).,...,,, 21 μσnmmmFC  

Example 9. Let ( )μσ,:G  be with { }xwvu ,,,=σ∗  and ( ) =μ wu,  

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) .3.0,,,1,,,,, =μ=μ=μ=μ=μ=μ=μ vuxwyxywxvwvxu  

Then G is an 1,2,2FC  since 321 σσσ=σ ∪∪  with { },,1 vu=σ∗  =σ∗2  

{ }wx,  and { }.3 y=σ∗  Note that (u, v) is a δ-arc in ∗σ1  and ( )wx,  is a δ-arc 

in .2
∗σ  All other arcs are strong and are between the fuzzy partitions. 

3. Concluding Remarks 

In this paper, we introduced the concepts of fuzzy bipartite graphs and 
fuzzy n-partite graphs. Complete fuzzy bipartite graphs and full bipartite 
graphs are also discussed. Similar to the graph analogue, we characterized 
the fuzzy bipartite graphs using strong cycles. 
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